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20 August
Japanese and Australian stock futures were little changed as Germany’s 
Bundesbank stepped up its criticism of the European Central Bank’s bond-
buying program, tempering investors’ hopes for more stimulus.

The euro remained higher before Luxembourg Prime Minister Jean-Claude 
Juncker visits Greece tomorrow to discuss the country’s request for an 
extension to its fiscal adjustment program.

BHP Billiton Ltd. Chief Executive Officer Marius Kloppers, under investor 
scrutiny following the failure of three deals, bought himself some time by 
waiving his bonus after lopping $2.84 billion off the value of BHP’s shale gas 
assets. The question is, how much?
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21 August
Cotton consumption in China, the world’s largest user, may shrink 11 percent 
this year as a deteriorating economy hurts demand and causes a buildup in 
commodities, according to Weiqiao Textile Co.

Treasuries rose the most in a week as Japan trade figures fell short of 
economists’ expectations, reinforcing concern that Europe’s debt crisis and a 
slowdown in China will damp the global expansion.

China’s stocks fell for the second time in three days as slumping earnings 
and speculation the government will expand a property tax overshadowed 
the prospect of more economic stimulus.

22 August
For Thai Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra’s ruling party, keeping the 
farmers that form its political base happy is more important than retaining the 
country’s 30-year position as the world’s top rice exporter.

Japanese stocks declined, with the Topix Index heading for a week low, as 
the yen strengthened after minutes from a Federal Reserve meeting showed 
policy makers favored adding stimulus unless the world’s biggest economy 
shows signs of sustained growth.

China’s stocks fell, wiping out the benchmark index’s gains, after a report 
showed the nation’s manufacturing may contract at a faster pace this month.

Asian stocks advanced, with the region’s benchmark index set for its highest 
close since May, after minutes of a Federal Reserve meeting showed most 
policy makers favored further monetary easing and on speculation China will 
add to stimulus as manufacturing output remained weak.

23 August
Asian stocks fell from the highest level since May amid concern that European 
leaders aren’t making progress in solving the region’s debt crisis, damping the 
earnings outlook for exporters across the region.

The Australian and New Zealand dollars remained lower following a drop 
yesterday as Asian stocks extended a worldwide decline, sapping demand for 
higher- yielding currencies.

Japanese stocks may extend gains as a cluster of technical indicators signal 
a continuing rebound in the worst-performing equity market in the developed 
world this quarter, according to Tachibana Securities Co.

Japanese stocks declined, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average falling the most 
in a month, amid concern European leaders aren’t making progress in solving 
the region’s debt crisis, curbing the earnings outlook for exporters.
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24 August
Australia’s dollar touched its lowest level in a month, extending a two-week 
decline, as concern global growth is waning curbed demand for higher- 
yielding assets.

Asian stocks fell, with the regional benchmark index heading for a second 
day of decline, as a drop in profits at Chinese industrial companies tempered 
optimism policy makers around world will move to boost growth.

Japanese stocks gained as Federal Reserve Chairman Ben S. Bernanke and 
China Premier Wen Jiabao reassured investors that central banks will move 
to boost growth in the world’s two largest economies.

South Korea’s won and the Malaysian ringgit led declines among Asian 
currencies as Europe’s lack of progress in resolving its debt crisis made 
investors wary of riskier bets, cooling demand for emerging-market assets.


